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 Just like in real life, you have to learn how to control resources in order to rise up to the top of the ranking list. All available
cultures in the game are set in Ancient times and in every game, you have to choose one of three different civilizations to play
and create a unique empire. Advanced Warfare MP Review. Advanced Warfare is a first-person shooter from Sledgehammer

Games. It takes place in the near future, and the global economic and social conditions has forced the United States of America
to ally with Russia and China. The outcome of the Cold War had led to the formation of a special coalition of countries that are
being used to wage a full-blown war against the terrorist group “Novelties” in the United States. Your objective as the player is
to fight against the enemy and survive in the hostile environment. You will have to move throughout various levels, complete

objectives and deal damage to your enemies. And to achieve this mission, you will have to face increasingly difficult and lethal
challenges. Battlefield 4 Overview. In Battlefield 4, you can play as one of three soldiers with unique abilities. Each soldier has
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their own vehicle that they can use to attack the enemy and move around. You can also play as the commander who is able to
see the map from a different perspective and operate some other units on the field. The battle takes place in four different

locations. Your objective in each level is to destroy the opposing team’s HQ. Call of Duty Black Ops 2 Multiplayer. Call of Duty
Black Ops 2 Multiplayer is a first-person shooter developed by Treyarch and published by Activision. It takes place in the

fictional town of Novatur. The game is centered on three protagonists who are trying to prevent the plans of an international
terrorist group to use a new chemical weapon that causes mass hysteria and kills the general public. Grand Theft Auto V
Overview. Grand Theft Auto V is a third-person action-adventure game developed by Rockstar North and published by

Rockstar Games. It takes place in Los Santos City. The objective of the game is to complete various missions as a gangster and
rob the rich. You will have to perform various actions such as killing people, stealing cars, and fighting other gangsters. While

the game was released in 2013 for the PlayStation 3, Xbox 360, and Microsoft Windows, the version for the PlayStation 4,
Xbox One and the Wii U was released in 2014. Star Wars Battlefront 2 Multiplayer. Star Wars Battlefront 2 Multiplayer
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